
QuickGuide LightSheet

This  quickguide will guide you through most of the 
important steps in using the LightSheet Z.1 from ZEISS.
For quick guidance the number of the step will appear 
below the ZEISS logo on the upper right of each page.
BioVis users are obliged to have taken the introductory 
course before using the instrument.

Content:

0. Before the Start: Important note
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0.3 Cooling system
0.4 Filterwheel

1. ON OFF procedure
2. Placing your sample into Instrument
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5. Acquisition pararmeter
6. Light Sheet Adjustment: Wizard & Manual
7. Imaging Snap & Z Stacks
8. Imaging Time Series
9. Imaging Multiviews
10. Streaming
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QuickGuide LightSheet

Before starting the instrument check the following:
1. Objectives : which one in instrument, Objective change 
2. Chamber: set up for different objective, Leakage check
3. Levels of the Coolings sytem ok?
4. Filterwheel: which one  is in the instrument, filterwheel

change

See detail about 1-4 on next pages

0
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QuickGuide LightSheet
0. Before the Start

1. Objectives : which one in instrument, Objective change 

Chamber is taken out !

Open the front door (1) and check for
Detection /Illumination (LFSM)  optics:
The green marked LFSM is on the left !
5x (metal, lense Ø 15 mm) / 5x
20x (ceramic, lense Ø 10 mm) / 10x
63x (ceramic, lense Ø 5 mm) / 10x

Changing lenses:
1. Take out first LFSMs, then detection objective
2. Place objectives in lens box, protective cap on
3. Set in detection objective first, then LFSMs

 Crosscheck later in ZEN whether the objective in the instrument is ´seen ´ in ZEN.
 If not change it in ZEN. See 1  ON/OFF Procedure

0
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QuickGuide LightSheet
0. Before the Start

2. Chamber: set up for different objective, Leakage check

Use above drawing to (re)assemble chamber, DO NOT REMOVE the inlet/outlet.
Check and clean Coverslips (CS) of the chamber.

Leaking check: 
Fill the chamber using the white outlet, tubing and syringe:

5x : Chamber has 4 CSs on all four windows and fill the chamber outside the instrument.

20x/63x: Chamber has 3 CS and an open window for the detection objective. Place the chamber 
inside the instrument, having the objectives in place - as they will seal the open 
detection window.

When placing the chamber inside the instrument: Fasten the screw (4) finger tight

5x

20x/63x
0
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QuickGuide LightSheet
0. Before the Start

3. Levels of the Coolings sytem ok?

Levels must be between Max/Min. 
If not refilling is needed
Contact BioVis Staff for refilling

When stwitched on, the LED for 
”operation” may be  on or off 
depending on Temp settings in ZEN
Activate it later in ZEN under the 
incubator tab 

4. Filterwheel: Which one  is in the instrument, Filterwheel change

Open the door (1) and check the marking on the handle (6)
Change the wheel by bringing the lever (2) from horizontal to vertical position
Carefully drag filterwheel out by the grip (6)
Place filterwheel covered in approriate box 
Place the new filterwheel into instrument
Bring the lever (2) from vertical into horizontal position to lock it in place

 The filterwheel used needs to be specified later, when starting ZEN by the correct Database.
See below  for change and ”1. The On /OFFProcedure” for Database.

0

Filterwheel RGB:
DAPI/GFP (420-470)/(505-545)
DAPI RFP (420 -470)/(575-615)
GFP/ RFP (505-545)/(575-615)
DATABASE: 
databases .mdb contain RGB (instead of GRF)

Filterwheel GRF:
GFP/mCherry (505-545)/(LP585)
GFP/Draq5 (toto3) (505-545)/(LP660)
GFP (narrow)/mCherry (505-530)/(LP585)
DATABASE: 
databases .mdb contain GRF (instead of RGB)
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1. The ON/OFF procedure

1. Check the logbook
2. Have Chamber in the instrument, all plugs plugged and correct filter wheel /objectives set in

- RGB Filterwheel will be in as standard
- the user before you leaves objectives in

3. Make sure that the Laser box key is on position 0 (zero)
4. Switch on the main switches one by one, wait 5 seconds between each switch
5. Computer login: Lightsheet
6. Click the ZEN icon on the Computer Screen 
7. Expand the Login ZEN popup window Boot Status (1) & Hardware configuration database (2) 

 re:Use or choose CORRECT databases (3) ”.mdb” for the Filterwheel you´re using (see info 
below), Databases are found under C:/ZEN/Databases

8.   ”Start system” (4)
9. Click OK on popup windows,

check error logs
10. It is recommended to restart the system 

as a whole if errors appear
11. If OK: turn the key of the Laserbox to 1

ON 1

6

Databases

System_5x_BioVis_RGB_2PCO
System_5x_BioVis_GRF_2PCO
System_20x_BioVis_RGB_2PCO
System_20x_BioVis_GRF_2PCO
System_63x_BioVis_RGB_2PCO
System_63x_BioVis_GRF_2PCO

The Databases will load correct objective data,
nonetheless Automatic detector alignment is 
reccomended

When asked by a Pop-up Window about 
”Attenuator”: Click OK

(1)

(2) (3)

(4)

System and ZEN is started: 
- in case incubator is needed – activate it

- Do Automatic detector alignment 
In case of  switch between filterwheels
SEE (next pages) 
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1. The ON/OFF procedure

1

OFF

1. Exit ZEN  (wait 10sec)
2. Shut down the computer
3. Turn off the Laser box, key turn to ”0”
4. Switch off the main switches in order 3, 2, 1 by waiting 5 

seconds between each switch
5. CAREFULLY unplug the EMPTY! chamber
6. Take out and Clean chamber, coverslips, objectives, DO NOT 

wetten the electrical plugs!
7. Place Chamber on indicated spot in front of instrument
8. Place all small pieces, disassembled back into its appropriate 

place/box
9. Make your notes in the log book. Report error/problems
10. Leave the objective in  
11. Switch back Filterwheel RGB if GRF was used
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1. The ON/OFF procedure

1

Access Incubator by 
 Activate tab ”Acquisition” 
 expand the ”Incubator” menu 
OR 
 Activate tab ”Acquisition ” 
 expand ”Lightpath” menu
 click Icon ”Incubator”

Incubator lets you set Temperature and CO2 Level. The Z.1 can be run with Incubator ON or OFF
BEFORE switching ON the Incubator have all components attached to the system. Detachment can be 
done later once ZEN is running.

To turn ON/OFF Incubator tick check boxes for 
Temperature (CO2 not yet available at BioVis).
Cross check with Cooling system
that LED is lit, indicating system is working

Temperature can be set from 10  - 42 ͦC
Set in desired temperature in box
Actual temperature will be seen to the right of it

! All Incubation setting will be still running in  case ZEN crashes to keep your sample alive !
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1. The ON/OFF procedure

1
DetectorAlignment will set focus for both cameras 
correctly and is needed if changing filterwheel.
As this instrument is used by many users – run it as a 
routine

Activate tab Maintain and expand Adjustment tab
Activate Automatic Detector Alignment

Follow the guidethrough procedure where you will be 
asked to mark 2 black squares
Click each square ONLY ONCE to mark it
Read through the information bar which will guide you

Click NEXT if the NEXT button gets active (available)
(the information text might still says ”wait”)
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1. The ON/OFF procedure

Objectives change
in ZEN

- Check under tab Acquisition and Light path
which detection objective is set for ZEN

- The Illumination objectives are not visible in ZEN, so 
cross check at the microscope that the detection 
objective fits to the Illumination optics

To change Detection or Illumination Optics
Open Maintain tab and expand Objectives

1. Activate Detection optics and  Show/edit Objective
Activate then Potential Objectives
Choose from the list:
Detection Optics has a long list choose the following
5x , 20x, 63x ending with the number as indicated here:
5x: ...007
20x: ...030
63x: ...005
Select Objective 

1
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Changing Objectives in ZEN is usually not neccessary as all 
settings come with the appropriate database

2. Repeat procedure, if nessecary with Illumination optics Combinations:
5x LFSM for 5x Detection Optics 10x LFSM for 20x and 63x Detection optics



QuickGuide LightSheet
2. Placing your sample into instrument 

For sample preparation see e.g.quickguide sample prep
 SYSTEM & ZEN IS STARTED, CHAMBER IN

Have Sample holder ready, including your sample
In ZEN click Tab LOCATE

to expand the navigator
Click on LOAD POSITION to bring stage into Load position
Open upper Door

Check for the white mark on the sample holder 
Have it above the white mark on one of the ball Bearings
Insert carefully the sample holder and put it into place

Check for the white mark 
The white marks can be used as 
reference point to reorient the sample For Longterm live imaging place 

appropriate lid on top of chamber
to hamper evaporation

2
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QuickGuide LightSheet
3. Locating Capillary & Sample

 To locate the capillary or similar device, which is holding the 
sample, press LOCATE CAPILLARY button.

 Adjust Light intensity by using the slider Light Intensity 
in the  Camera tool until details become visible

 The Specimen Navigator is a graphical tool
assessing the relative positions of the specimen
embedded in agarose (light grey zylinder), the
Lightsheet (Light blue), as well as the axis 
X (red), Y (green), Z (blue) and the Rotation of
the sample holder.
Choose approximate diameter of your sample
holder under the drop down menu.

 The white LED illumination is turned ON and the overview
camera acquires live image from the inside of the chamber
Live Image is dispayed in the CENTRE SCREEN AREA

3
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QuickGuide LightSheet
3. Locating Capillary & Sample

 Use slider or ”green roof” in ZEN or Ergodrive to 
bring down the capillary into the chamber
 Bring the Capillary in focus via the Z and 
 Position it by using X and Y

 Moving the light grey zylinder , representing the sample 
Zylinder into the lightsheet (light blue) can be used as a
focus finding guide

 Use navi, sliders or specimen tool to move/position sample

Buttons:
The ROTATION button changes the upper rotary control to move the ROTATION drive
The MODE button changes the SPEED by toggling the drive between coarse/fine.
The AXIS button changes the upper rotary control to the Y Drive

 To move the capillary into the chamber use the Y Drive

3
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QuickGuide LightSheet
3. Locating Capillary & Sample

• If you use FEP tubes this step is not performed
• Open the upper System cavity door 
• Press the Plunger of the capillary until embedded specimen is roughly centred in front of detection optics
• Fine adjust by using XYZ/Rotation sliders until specimen is properly centred
• Adjust Light Intensity by using the slider Light Intensity in the Camera tool until details become visible
• Press STOP 
 Sample MUST be outside of capillary

• To locate the sample within the chamber, 
the LOCATE SAMPLE button activates an infrared 
light source & shows a live transmitted light image
in the Centre Screen Area. This image is taken using
Channel 1 / Cam 1

• Fine Adjust position, Rotation and Zoom as 
handled before by using sliders XYZ/Rotation.

 Use Rotate around Centre of Image to automatically
correct the X and Y position for rotational movement
and keep the sample within the chosen field of view.
This can be helpful when the sample is not in the
centre of the embedding medium.

• Adjust Light Intensity as handled before.

3
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QuickGuide LightSheet
3. Locating Capillary & Sample

• Your specimen is now properly orientated!
• Proceed

 You can define a position you might want to return to during the course 
of imaging by moving the sample to the desired position and pressing the 

SET HOME POSITION button

 To return to the Home Position click the button
HOME POSITION

3
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QuickGuide LightSheet
4. Light path configuration

To access all functions necessary for setting up
& controlling the (multidimensional) imaging

To create, save, edit the light path for imaging

To display Laser control submenu, activate lasers you want to use in a 
particular track (2 cameras available)

Click YES on appearing dialogue box for switching Laser ON

Incubator button gives access to Incubator settings see 1. On/Off 
procedure
Check that correct objective is displayed as used in the instrument
If not Change it under Maintain, Detection Optics ( see 1.)

Select suitable Laser Blocking Filter (LBF)

Select suitable Emission Filter Cube 

See overview next page

4
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DAPI/GFP (420-470)/(505-545)
DAPI/RFP (420 -470)/(575-615)
GFP/RFP (505-545)/(575-615)

GFP/mCherry (505-545)/(LP585)
GFP/Draq5 (toto3) (505-545)/(LP660)
GFP (narrow)/mCherry (505-530)/(LP585)

 Beam Splitter and the two Emission Filters form one unit. (filtercube)
 Even though the specimen is only stained with one dye it is advisable to choose a beam splitter/emission     

filter unit instead of only a mirrow.
 Mirrors instead of SBS can be used as well for collecting all incoming emission.
 Mirrors instead of SBS in conbination with no LBF can be used to collect reflected laser light.

Activate Cam1/2 depending on your needs

Assign specific colors from LUT to 
acquired image by clicking 
on Cam Icon (camera)

QuickGuide LightSheet
4. Light path configuration

4
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QuickGuide LightSheet
5. Adjust Acquisition Parameter

Under Acquisition Mode tool tab 
acquisition parameter can be set

Displays/change
- image area
- Bit depth (stick to 16)
- Zoom (Hardware zoom by optics)
 Within zoom range 0.36 to 0,7 image quality 

can decrease towards edges
 ! Changing Zoom during acquisition session 
Lightsheet alignment (Lightsheet adjustment) 
needs to be re-done.
- Choose from Single side, Dual side when 

experiment or Dual side (when Single side is 
chosen, choose a Left or Right direction of the 
light sheet)

- Lightsheet thickness in µm, change it via 
Advanced in the ZOOM

- Online dual side fusion fuses the Left and Right 
illuminated images

- Pivot Scan is used to move the Light Sheet 
within the focal plane of the detection optics 
in a wavelike motion. This results in reduction 
of shadows, which might otherwise be cast by 
optically dense structures in the sample.

5
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QuickGuide LightSheet
5. Adjust Acquisition Parameter

CONTINUOUS produces ”Live View” of ALL ACTIVE Channels

After its activation it turns into Stop Button
to stop the ”Live View”

 Adjust Zoom as needed. Recommendation: use Zoom > 0.7; this optimizes image quality towards edges.

Channels provides definition of channels and tracks, 
adjustments for detectors, illuminations settings and display 
options

For each chosen laser line, a slider with input box and arrows appears.
Change here percentage of total output. Keep it as low as possible.

Change Exposure Time
Mark Appropriate Channel and Cam and 
set exposure time using slider, input box or arrows

Use Display Curve in the Histogram, 
to change contrast and brightness in seen image 
 This does not change underlying image data.
 Use best fit/autoadjust to start with

5
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QuickGuide LightSheet
6. LightSheet Adjustment : Wizard

The Following step is NOT applicable when using FEP tubes – Adjustment must be done manually
Adjustments must be done before any further image aquisition

Stop any continuous acquisition

 Adjustments is done with all channels activated
 Adjustments will be done with the Zoom and Lightsheet 
setting you activated (Right, Left, both, pivoting)
 Repeat adjusmtent for different tracks

Expand Channels tab

- AutoAdjust wizard opens and shows Live image 
- Beam path and illumination settings are taken from 
channels tool and light path tool
- No aditional corrections are necessary
- Specimen navigator is present on right hand side
- Use only the Y drive (GREEN) to move the sample 
out of view, where there is ONLY embedding medium 
- Press then the NEXT button
- LBF is removed and stray light from activated Laser
is seen in Live Image. 
- If one sees bright or blocking structures here, move 
the sample to different position. Optimally via Y drive. 
- The goal is to have an evenly illuminated field of 
view.
- Click NEXT

6
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QuickGuide LightSheet
LightSheet Adjustment : Wizard

The Following step is NOT applicable when using FEP tubes – Adjustment must be done manually
Adjustments must be done before any further image aquisition

Click FINISH
The original position of your specimen will be restored 
after the wizard is finished. 
Resulting settings from adjustemt are seen in boxes

! Check the results by
1. Changing dual illumination  to single side
2. Cross check the Left/Right Illumination against each 
other – Are they showing the same focus?
3. Change the Lasersettings in the boxes up/down 
Observe whether the image quality is really the best as
calculated by the wizard (for Left and Right)

Lightsheet Adjustment: MANUAL ADJUSTMENT
In case of miscalculations from the Wizard or using FEP tubes etc. Manual adjustments can be done.
1. Choose a part of the sample where a dual illumination is expected to give the same image
- top of your sample, no sample tissue left/ right of observed field of view
- Fluorescent beads in sample free area

2. Change Dual Side to Single Side Illumination under the Acquisition tab, 
- Uncheck pivoting, as shadows can be used as well to estimate a good focus

3. Choose left or right Illumination and acquire Live view by activating Continuous button
4. Use arrows or numbers from -20 to +20 in the laser position boxes to change Lightsheet position
5. Find the position which gives the best quality for your imaging
6. Mark specific structures in the Image (tools under graphics below the image)
7. Change to the other Laser side, find good laser settings which show the marked structures of 6.
8. Cross check your result on your sample or different area of your sample : Be Aware that slight 

differences of positioning your sample might not give the same result for Left/Right Illumination 
due to different sample properties and thickness Left/Right/towards detection optics)

Choose a part of the sample where a dual illumination is expected to give the same image
- top of your sample, no sample tissue Left/Right of observed field of view
- Fluorescent beads in sample free area

6

21Fluorescent beads as seen from Left AND 
Right Illumination



QuickGuide LightSheet
LightSheet Adjustment: Basics

6
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Z

Z

7.

The Lightsheet must be properly adjusted in its position
to ensure qualitative illumination. 
This can be done manually or automatically,

The Alignment possibilities are seen schematically here.

Image 1 indicates the Z thickness of the lightsheet which
is dictated by the illumination objective and setting
like Zoom and the first alignment step set by the database or 
objective change. 

Image 2 shows actual alignment done in the wizard or manually to  
ensure that the sheet of light is positioned in conjunction with the 
depth of focus of the respective objective. For double sided 
illumination both light sheets are overlayed correctly as seen in 
Image 3.

Image 4 shows that the Lightsheet is positioned behind the actual 
Depth of Focus of the Objective as Image 5 is correct

Compare Image 5 and 6 where different Objectives have 
different Depth of Focus. 

Consider this:
A 5x/0.16 objective has a Z resolution which is wider (i.e. worse) 
when compared to a 20x/1.0. 
The Lightsheet generated for a 5x is also wider compared to 
the one generated for the 20x.
The field of Depth of a 5x is wider than the actual Lightsheet.
The field of depth of a 20x (or 63x) is thinner than the actual
Lightsheet.
 Correct positioning as seen in Image 3 is crucial for imaging!
As seen in Image 7 the light sheet is waisted. The Center of the 
waist should be the field of view.The inset seen in Image 7 can be 
seen in ZEN as well under Acquistion  mode – advanced. It shows 
schematically the waist of the light sheet and the field of view.

6.



QuickGuide LightSheet
7. Imaging Snap & Z-stack

SNAP

Position your sample in XYZ/Rotation  and click Snap

Snap produces one single image using all active channels and tracks.
Snap ignores all multidimensional settings
Snap takes into account all settings under Acquisition mode tool and 
Channels tool

Quick Steps to a Z-Stack
Defining First and Last

Activate Z stack checkbox in multidimensional acqusition field
Z tool tab is only visible when box is ticked 
Expand the Z Stack tool bar to see the panel

7
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Click Continuous to activate Live Imaging and position sample in XYZ/rotation
Move to Z postion for the first image you want to acquire for the Z stack and 
Move to Z position for the  last image you want to acquire for the Z stack and

If you found a position and want to use that as a centre position
From which e.g. 20 slices in total should start
Activate the Tab ”Center”
Press the Center button to define current focus as centre
Decide whether to run the Z stack in Optimal or Slice mode



QuickGuide LightSheet
7. Imaging Z-stacks

Range display box shows total depth of stack in µm
Press Optimal button to set slice number to match optimal Z Interval 
two adjacent slices will overlap to 50%
Slices box shows slices to be acquired within the Z-stack range

Quick Steps to a Z-stack
Adjustments

Check for Slices instead for Intervall
decide on your own how many slices shall be taken and set number
into slice box

Check for Continuous Drive to speed up Z -
stack acquisition 

In order to aquire the selected Z-stack go to 
start experiment.
By Starting the experiment you will be 
asked to indicate the saving path and name
Follow the process progress in the bar

View Tabs available now:

More possibilities under
The Processing tab

7
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8. Imaging Time series

Activate Time Series to have access to the time series tool tab

Time Series

Duration (cycle, msec, sec, min, h, days)
If a number of cycles is chosen for the experiments, the text on the left reads ”The experiment runs ... h”,
when duration (h, min) is chosen it shows: ”The experiment runs for ... Cycles”

Interval, defines interval time (msec, sec min...) to separate beginning of two cycles. 
Use input box or slider for value. As fast as possible sets interval time to 0.

Validate Speed will perform acquisition check on all parameters active (Z, Multiview, channels, tracks...) to 
calculate the time needed to finish one cycle. 

High Speed imaging of app. 40ms  can be done by choosing a small acquisition area of e.g. 360x360 px,
no Z-stack and only single side illumination.

Expand the time series tool tab

8
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TimeSeries will create a master file as NAME.czi  Zebrafish.czi which is also the first time point of 
the series. Each additional Time point creates a separate file as Name(timepoint)1.czi = Zebrafish(1).czi 
at time point 1 ....Zebrafish(222).czi at time point 222.
You might want to create a folder for your TimeSeries Experiment.

See also 10: Streaming options
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9. Imaging Multiviews

MultiView See also 11: Streaming options

Activate Multiview Checkbox 
and expand the Multiview Tool to access to tools
(simultaneously the Z-stack is activated)

Tool is segregated into 3 parts
1) organization region,

provides access to Quick set up
2) List of views with different parameter

provides access to different control buttons
3) Illustration of angle sample vs detection optics

Activate the Quick setup wizard by

Pop up window appears similar to 
Lightsheet adjustment

The initial window shows live transmitted
Infrared Light image of sample with Light 
tool and specimen navigator at the right.

Follow the guide as seen in the bar

The Quick  Setup guides you through the process 
which includes positioning of the sample, Z-stack
range, slices, interval and number of views

9
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9. Imaging Multiviews

MultiView

Adjust light intensity and position the sample
Press next

Sample will get a red rectangle frame

Change size and position by grabbing the corners or
bars of it with the left mouse click

When positioning sample and frame make sure sample
is ”in frame” in different Z depths - focus through it!

Activate centre of image for next step

Press NEXT 

Sample is turned 90 degrees

Re-adjust sample and/or frame as needed
DO NOT CHANGE the ANGLE

Press NEXT

Decide on how many total views of a 360 turn and the interval within the Z-stacks
! Interval is set to 1 µm as standad which is not the number to use!

9
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9. Imaging Multiviews

MultiView

OR REFINE THE MULTIVIEWs

1. Mark one view in the list and click button ”move to”
2. Acquire live view and change as needed, e.g. Zoom, angle, Z range, XY position
3. Click ”Add” button to add this new View
4. Mark again the ”old view” and click the ”remove”
5. Repeat this with the other views if needed
! If you choose the Zoom for one view - change it for all! But usually ZEN keeps the ZOOM once 
The first MV is changed by you.

9
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QuickGuide LightSheet
9. Imaging Multiviews

MultiView

Evaluate your Multiview Data (+/- Timelapse) via the Gallery view and its different options of
Showing Z-stacks (only), the different views (only)
To estimate the quality of your data perform MIP on the different views

4 different views 

0 ͦ 90 ͦ 180 ͦ 270 ͦ

9
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QuickGuide LightSheet
10. Streaming Options

10
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If needed (to keep file size down)
save dimensions of experiment as
individual files

 Activate Maintain Tab
 Expand Streaming tool wndow

IMPORTANT: Let only the TIME checkbox active for Online Multiview Processing. If other 
dimensions are separated as well, they will be not included in the processing procedure.


